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Abstract—Motivated by the trend of genome sequencing with-
out completing the sequence of the whole genomes, a problem
on filling an incomplete multichromosomal genome (orscaffold)
I with respect to a complete target genomeG was studied. The
objective is to minimize the resulting genomic distance between
I
′ and G, where I

′ is the corresponding filled scaffold. We
call this problem the one-sided scaffold filling problem. In this
paper, we conduct a systematic study for the scaffold filling
problem under the breakpoint distance and its variants, for
both unichromosomal and multichromosomal genomes (with and
without gene repetitions). When the input genome contains no
gene repetition (i.e., is a fragment of a permutation), we show that
the two-sided scaffold filling problem (i.e., G is also incomplete)
is polynomially solvable for unichromosomal genomes underthe
breakpoint distance and for multichromosomal genomes under
the genomic (or DCJ — Double-Cut-and-Join) distance. However,
when the input genome contains some repeated genes, even the
one-sided scaffold filling problem becomes NP-complete when
the similarity measure is the maximum number of adjacencies
between two sequences. For this problem, we also present
efficient constant-factor approximation algorithms: factor-2 for
the general case and factor 1.33 for the one-sided case.

Keywords: comparative genomics, scaffold filling, breakpoint
distance, genomic distance, DCJ, NP-completeness, algorithms.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Due to the advancement of genome sequencing technology,
it is possible to sequence more organisms for genomic anal-
ysis. (Throughout this paper, a multichromosomal genome is
represented as sequences of genes, while a unichromosomal
genome is just represented as a sequence of genes.) Inter-
estingly and somehow contradictorily, the cost of genome
sequence finishing has not decreased at the same rate as the
cost of random sequencing [2]. This means that many released
genomes are not completely finished. In some situations, it
would be unsuitable to use these incomplete genomes (scaf-
folds) for genomic analysis, simply due to the errors they could
introduce.

Therefore, a natural problem is to fill the missing genes
into scaffolds, with combinatorial algorithms. As one must
find a biologically meaningful way to fill scaffolds, it makes
sense to use a complete genome from a close species. Muñoz
et al. recently carried out this idea on filling an incomplete
multichromosomal scaffoldI to haveI ′, such that the genomic
distance betweenI ′ and a given (complete) genomeG is mini-
mized [10]. The genomic distance is also calledrearrangement
distance or DCJ — Double-Cut-and-Join distance [15], which
is the minimum number of allowed rearrangement operations
transforming one genome into the other. We call this theone-
sided scaffold filling problem. Basically, the one-sided scaffold
filling can be solved in polynomial time; in fact, linear time
when the breakpoint graph onI andG is constructed [10].

In a recent paper [10], much effort has been put on several
practical issues. For instance, what if the missing genes can
only be inserted in certain locations? What if some missing
genes inI are not really missing (i.e., they should not appear
in G)? However, the corresponding two-sided problem, i.e.,
whenG also contains missing genes, is not tackled in [10].

In this paper, we first follow Muñozet al. to investigate
the scaffold filling problem under the breakpoint distance
for the simplest unichromosomal genomes. When the input
genome contains no gene repetition (i.e., is a fragment of
a permutation), we show that thetwo-sided scaffold fill-
ing problem under the breakpoint distance is polynomially
solvable. Consequently, we generalize the idea to solve the
two-sided scaffold filling problem in polynomial time for
multichromosomal genomes under the DCJ distance.

Next, we extend this research to filling scaffolds with gene
repetitions. There is some interesting point regarding this
work. First, when there are gene repetitions, some practical
way is missing to define the genomic (say breakpoint) distance
between two genomesG1, G2. (The breakpoint distance for
permutations was defined in [14].) Theexemplar genomic
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distance betweenG1 and G2 (loosely speaking, the ‘true’
distance when the redundant genes are deleted), while biolog-
ically interesting, is too hard to compute [12]. (In fact, unless
P=NP, there does not exist any polynomial time approximation
for such a distance even when each gene is allowed to repeat
three times [5], [3] or even two times [1], [9].) We try to
apply a different similarity measure here. We use the number
of (common) adjacencies betweenG1 and G2, which has
been used before in genomic analysis [4]. (Note that this
is not a distance measure.) Not surprisingly, we prove that
even the corresponding one-sided problem using this similarity
measure is NP-complete, implying the two-sided problem
to be NP-complete as well. Then, we design a factor-1.33
approximation for the one-sided problem — filling scaffolds
with gene repetitions to maximize the number of adjacencies,
improving upon a trivial factor-2 approximation for the general
(two-sided) case. For genomic problems with gene repetitions,
as far as we know, this is the first one which admits such a
small approximation factor.

Although this paper is a theoretical one, it is necessary
to point out that some practical issues need to be further
investigated. For instance, our first algorithm does not consider
the fact that in some situations one cannot insert a missing
gene into a contig. Intuitively, this makes the problem harder.
In fact, in practice even ordering contigs into a draft genome
needs some novel tool (see [11] and the references therein).
For more information, the interested readers are referred
to public Web pages like Sequence Similarity Searching
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/sss/), etc.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the
necessary definitions. In Section 3, we present a polynomial
time algorithm for the scaffold filling problem under the break-
point distance. In Section 4, we show the NP-completeness
proof for the one-sided scaffold filling problem when gene
duplications are allowed and when the similarity measure is
the maximum number of (common) adjacencies, and we also
present efficient constant-factor approximation algorithms for
the problem. In Section 5, we show how to adapt our ideas
from Section 3 to solve the two-sided scaffold filling problem
under the rearrangement distance (i.e., for multichromosomal
genomes) in polynomial time. In Section 6, we conclude the
paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We first present some necessary definitions.
Given an alphabetΣ, a stringS is called apermutation if

each element inΣ appears exactly once inS. We also use
c(S) ⊆ Σ to denote the set of elements in permutationS. An
(unsigned) unichromosomal genome is just a permutation over
Σ.

A scaffold is an incomplete permutation, i.e., with some
missing elements. We use+ to denote permutation scaffold
filling, e.g., for a permutationA and an element setX such that
c(A)∩X = ∅, A + X is the set of the resulting permutations
after filling all the elements inX into A. So if A∗ ∈ A + X ,
thenA is a subsequence ofA∗. Similarly, we use− to denote
element elimination from the permutation whenc(A) ∩X =

X , i.e., A−X is the resulting permutation after elements in
X are removed fromA. In other words, ifA′ = A−X then
A is a supersequence ofA′. Given two permutationsA and
B, if c(A) = c(B), then A and B are related. Given two
related permutationsA and B, two consecutive elementsai

andai+1 (i.e., a 2-substringaiai+1) in A form an adjacency
if they are also consecutive inB (i.e., as a 2-substringaiai+1

or ai+1ai), otherwise they form abreakpoint. The number of
breakpoints inA, which is equal to that ofB, is the breakpoint
distance betweenA andB, denoted asbd(A, B). Note that our
breakpoint definition and the corresponding results all adapt to
the case when the letters (or genes) are possiblysigned, with
a simple twist (i.e., a substringaiai+1 of A is an adjacency
if either aiai+1 or −ai+1 − ai appears inB).

Given two related permutationsP and Q of length n, let
the number of breakpoints inP and Q be bd(P, Q) and let
the number of adjacencies inP and Q be a(P, Q), then we
have

a(P, Q) + bd(P, Q) = n− 1,

moreover, whena(P, Q) = n − 1 then we haveP = Q or
P is the reversal ofQ. However, when we are given two
sequencesG1 andG2, over the same multiset of letters (i.e.,
possibly with duplications of some or all letters), then thelatter
relation is not true any more. Example: LetG1 = bcidabeb
andG2 = bebcidab, then the number of adjacencies between
G1 andG2 is 7 (which is the maximum), butG1 is not equal
to G2 or its reversal.

We define two (two-sided) scaffold filling problems on
unichromosomal genomes as follows. The case on multichro-
mosomal genomes will be covered at the end of this paper.

Scaffold Filling under the Minimum Permutation Break-
point Distance (SF-PBD)
Input : two incomplete permutationsA and B, and two sets
of elementsX and Y , whereX = c(B) − c(A) and Y =
c(A)− c(B).
Question: minimize bd(A∗, B∗), with A∗ ∈ A + X, B∗ ∈
B + Y .

scaffold B: a#h g f e d#j i#b c#k#o n m l#p

scaffold A:  a#b c#d e f g h#i j#k#l m n o#p
filled

filled

scaffold B:  a h f d j i b c k o n l p

scaffold A:  a b c d e f g h i k l m o p

(e,g and m missing)

(j and n missing)

Fig. 1. An example for SF-PBD. Each # indicates a breakpoint.

In Figure 1, we show an easy example for SF-PBD. Note
that the optimally filled solutions might not necessarily be
unique. In the above definition, when eitherX or Y is empty,
we have theone-sided scaffold filling problem. Note that ifA
andB were related (i.e.,c(A) = c(B)), then we would have
X = Y = ∅.

In practice, sometimes we need to deal with genomes
with orthologous (duplicated) genes. Then, our definition on
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scaffold and the related+ operation can be generalized to
sequences. LetC(S) be a multiset denoting all the appearances
of all the elements in a sequenceS. For example, given
S = abacb, C(S) = {a, a, b, b, c}.

We comment that for generalrelated sequencesG, H (with
C(G) = C(H) and possibly with duplicated letters), the
number of (common) adjacencies is counted in an one-to-one
matching fashion, i.e., a 2-substringab in G is only counted
once if it matches to another (uncounted) 2-substringab or
ba in H , and vice versa. For example,G = abab, H = aabb,
then the number of common adjacencies betweenG andH is
one. The reason is that while the 2-substringab in H can be
matched to three 2-substrings inG, once counted, we have no
‘matching’ (hence no common adjacency) anymore.

Scaffold Filling to Maximize the Number of (Sequence)
Adjacencies (SF-MNSA)
Input : two incomplete sequencesG1 andG2 and two multisets
of elementsX andY , whereX = C(G2)−C(G1) andY =
C(G1)− C(G2).
Question: maximize the number of adjacenciesa(g1, g2), with
g1 ∈ G1 + X, g2 ∈ G2 + Y .

Again, note that ifG1 andG2 were related (i.e.,C(G1) =
C(G2)), then we would haveX = Y = ∅. In the above
definition, when eitherX or Y is empty, we have the cor-
respondingone-sided scaffold filling problem. To save space,
we only give a definition for one-sided SF-MNSA, which is
formally presented as follows.

One-sided SF-MNSA
Input : an incomplete sequenceI and a complete sequenceG,
with X = C(G)− C(I) 6= ∅ andY = C(I)− C(G) = ∅.
Question: maximize the number of adjacenciesa(z, G), with
z ∈ I + X .

In the next sections we show that SF-PBD is polynomially
solvable, and that the One-Sided SF-MNSA problem is NP-
hard, which implies that SF-MNSA is also NP-hard. For SF-
MNSA we obtain an easy factor-2 approximation which can
be improved to 4/3 for the special case, One-Sided SF-MNSA.

III. A POLYNOMIAL TIME ALGORITHM FOR SF-PBD

In this section we present a polynomial time algorithm
for scaffold filling under the permutation breakpoint distance.
While the details are a bit long, the general idea is in fact
simple. We first identify the maximal sequences fromA and
B respectively such that they (i.e.,A−Y andB−X) have the
same gene content. Then we fill the missing genes between
the common adjacencies inA−Y andB−X (the correctness
follows from Lemma 1). Thirdly, we fill the missing genes
between the breakpoints inA−Y andB−X (the correctness
follows Lemmas 2-3). Finally, we insert the remaining missing
genes into the current solution, always maintaining the number
of breakpoints and their order in the original input. The proofs
and the detailed algorithm are presented as follows. Note that
at the end of each of these steps the intermediate permutations
obtained are related.

Lemma 1: Given two incomplete permutationsA and B,
let X = c(B) − c(A) and Y = c(A) − c(B) be the sets of
elements to be filled intoA andB respectively. If there is an

adjacencyaiai+1 in the two related permutationsA− Y and
B −X , then there exists an optimal scaffold filling such that
every two consecutive elements betweenai and ai+1 (in the
optimal A∗ andB∗) form an adjacency.

Proof: To obtain the optimalA∗ ∈ A + X and B∗ ∈
B + Y , we need to insert the elements inX into A and
insert the elements inY into B respectively. In other words,
we need to insertX ∪ Y to both A − Y and B − X . Let
y = 〈y1, y2, . . . , yr〉 be the subpermutation (i.e., substring)
betweenai andai+1 in A, and letx = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xl〉 be the
subpermutation betweenai andai+1 in B. Obviously,c(y) ⊆
Y andc(x) ⊆ X . We can construct two new subpermutations
p = 〈y1, . . . , yr, x1, . . . , xl〉 and p̄ = 〈xl, . . . , x1, yr, . . . , y1〉.
Then we insertp betweenai and ai+1 in A, and insertp
betweenai andai+1 in B if aiai+1 appears inB or insert p̄
betweenai+1 andai in B if ai+1ai appears inB. As aiai+1

is an adjacency inA−Y andB−X , all the elements between
ai andai+1 (in bothA+c(x) andB+c(y)) form adjacencies.
For all adjacencies, their corresponding new subpermutations
(constructed as above) are mutually disjoint. So there exists
an optimal scaffold filling such that there is no breakpoint
between the two elements of any adjacency inA − Y and
B −X . In other words, asaiai+1 is an adjacency inA − Y
andB −X , we have the full freedom to insert the respective
elements inX ∪ Y betweenai and ai+1 such that they all
form adjacencies inA∗ andB∗.

Lemma 2: Given two permutationsA and B, let X =
c(B) − c(A) and Y = c(A) − c(B) be the sets of elements
to be filled intoA andB respectively. If there is a breakpoint
bibi+1 in A− Y , then in any scaffold filling, there is at least
one breakpoint betweenbi andbi+1 in A′ ∈ A + X .

Proof: A′ ∈ A + X and B′ ∈ B + Y can be obtained
by inserting the elements inX ∪ Y into A − Y and B −
X respectively. When we insert some subpermutationp =
〈y1, y2, . . . , yr〉 betweenbi andbi+1 in A− Y , wherec(p) ⊆
(X ∪Y ), if p contains a breakpoint then the lemma is proven.
If p does not contain any breakpoint, that meansp also appears
as a subpermutation inB′. Sincebi andbi+1 are not adjacent
in B−X , biy1 andyrbi+1 cannot be adjacencies at the same
time. Then at least one ofbiy1 andyrbi+1 is a breakpoint.

Lemma 3: Given two permutationsA and B, let X =
c(B) − c(A) and Y = c(A) − c(B) be the sets of elements
to be filled intoA andB respectively. If there is a breakpoint
bibi+1 in A − Y , then there exists an optimal scaffold filling
such that there is only one breakpoint betweenbi andbi+1 in
A∗.

Proof: As shown in the previous lemma, we insert the
elements inX∪Y into A−Y andB−X to obtain the optimal
A∗ andB∗ respectively. If there is no element betweenbi and
bi+1 in A, then we will not insert any element betweenbi and
bi+1, hence the lemma follows. If there is a subpermutation
p = 〈y1, y2, . . . , yr〉 betweenbi andbi+1 in A, wherec(p) ⊆
(X ∪ Y ), then we insertp to A − Y at its original position.
Recall that̄p = 〈yr, yr−1, . . . , y1〉. We have four ways to insert
elements ofp into B −X :

1) Insertp right afterbi in B−X , which meansyrbi+1 is
a breakpoint inA∗,

2) Insertp̄ right beforebi in B −X , which meansyrbi+1
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is a breakpoint inA∗,
3) Insertp right beforebi+1 in B −X , which meansbiy1

is a breakpoint inA∗,
4) Insertp̄ right afterbi+1 in B−X , which meansbiy1 is

a breakpoint inA∗.

WLOG, let B − X = 〈· · · , bk, bi, bl, · · · , bs, bi+1, bt, · · · 〉.
Then, following the above four procedures, we generate the
new breakpoints inB∗ accordingly: (1)yrbl, (2) bkyr, (3)
bsy1, and (4)y1bt.

Algorithm Minimum Breakpoint Scaffold Filling
Input: Two incomplete permutations A and B,

with X=c(B)-c(A) and Y=c(A)-c(B)
Output: Two permutations A∗ ∈ A + X and B∗ ∈ B + Y
1 Delete the elements inX ∪ Y from A andB.
2 Compute the breakpoints and adjacencies ofA − Y andB − X.
3 For each adjacencyaiai+1 in A − Y ,

3.1 Let y = 〈y1, y2, . . . , yr〉 be the subpermutation between
ai andai+1 in A, let x = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xl〉 be the
subpermutation betweenai andai+1 in B.

3.2 Construct new subpermutationsp = 〈y1, . . . , yr, x1, . . . , xl〉,
p̄ = 〈xl, . . . , x1, yr, . . . , y1〉.

3.3 Insertp into A − Y betweenai andai+1;
3.4 Insertp into B − X betweenai andai+1 if aiai+1 is a

2-substring inB − X or insert p̄ into B − X between
ai+1 andai.

4 Let the filledA − Y andB − X after Step 3 beA1 and
B1 respectively.

5 For each breakpointbibi+1 in A1,
5.1 Let q = 〈y1, y2, . . . , ys〉 be the subpermutation between

bi andbi+1 in A, let q̄ = 〈ys, ys−1, . . . , y1〉.
5.2 Insertq into A1 betweenbi andbi+1.
5.3 Assume thatB1 has the form〈· · · , bk , bi, bl, · · · 〉

(resp.〈· · · , bk, bi+1, bl, · · · 〉),
5.4 Insertq right after bi (resp. right beforebi+1) into B1,

if bibl (resp.bkbi+1) forms a breakpoint;
5.5 Or insertq̄ right beforebi (resp. right afterbi+1) in B1,

if bkbi (resp.bi+1bl) forms a breakpoint.
6 Let the filledA1 andB1 after Step 5 beA2 andB2

respectively.
7 For each 2-substringcici+1 in A (resp.B) with exactly one of

{ci, ci+1} in the currentB2 (resp.A2),
7.1 If ci ∈ B2 (resp.∈ A2),

7.1.1 Insertci+1 after ci in A2 (resp.B2);
7.1.2 Insertci+1 after ci in B2 (resp.A2) if this does not

increase bd(A2, B2);
7.1.3 Or insertci+1 beforeci in B2 (resp.A2) if this does not

increase bd(A2, B2).
7.2 If ci+1 ∈ B2 (resp.∈ A2),

7.2.1 Insertci beforeci+1 in A2 (resp.B2);
7.2.2 Insertci beforeci+1 in B2 (resp.A2) if this does not

increase bd(A2, B2);
7.2.3 Or insertci after ci+1 in B2 (resp.A2) if this does not

increase bd(A2, B2).
8 Return the filledA2 andB2 asA∗ andB∗.

Theorem 1: Given two permutationsA and B, let X =
c(B) − c(A) and Y = c(A) − c(B) be the sets of el-
ements to be filled intoA and B respectively. Then the
optimal permutationsA∗ ∈ A + X, B∗ ∈ B + Y with
bd(A− Y, B −X) = bd(A∗, B∗) can be computed inO(n2)
time.

Proof: Following Lemmas 1-3 and the algorithm, it is
easy to see thatbd(A − Y, B −X) = bd(A∗, B∗) as at Step
2, 4 and 6 the related incomplete permutations obtained all
maintain the number of breakpoints. Finally, we work on the
permutationsA2, B2 thus obtained at Step 7. The idea is to
insert the remaining missing letters, which does not belongto
A − Y and B − X , one by one intoA2 and B2. Moreover,

the newly filled A2 and B2 keep to be related,bd(A2, B2)
does not change and the inserted letters maintain their order
as in the inputA and B. At the end we haveA∗ and B∗.
Therefore, in this whole process of inserting elements we
always maintain the number of breakpoints. The quadratic
running time is dominated by maintaining the correspondence
between the identical characters inA and B, i.e., after each
insertion, a letter and its location inA andB can be retrieved
in O(1) time, and the content of a location inA and B can
be accessed inO(1) time.

An example of the above algorithm is as follows.

A = acefh, B = adbhge

X = {d, b, g}, Y = {c, f}

A− Y = aeh, B −X = ahe, bd(A− Y, B −X) = 1

A1 = aefgh, B1 = ahgfe (Step 4)

A2 = acefgh, B2 = achgfe (Step 6)

A∗ = adbcefgh, B∗ = adbchgfe, bd(A∗, B∗) = 1.

We comment that our algorithm also works when inA
and B there are predefined blocks one could not break, as
long as these blocks have no conflict. For example, we have
A = · · · ac · · · gh · · · and B = · · · ea · · · fg · · · , with
predefined blocks in boxes. When we fille, f into A andc, h
into B, the algorithm still works as the predefined blocks
are not in conflict. However, ifA = · · · bac · · · ghf · · ·

andB = · · · bae · · · gfh · · · , then our result does not hold
anymore. In [10], this is related to inserting missing genesonly
in between contigs (i.e., not anywhere), which is a problem
needing further study.

IV. H ARDNESS ANDAPPROXIMATION FORSF-MNSA

A. Hardness of SF-MNSA

In this section, we first prove that SF-MNSA is NP-hard;
in fact, even the One-sided SF-MNSA problem is NP-hard.

It is easy to see that the decision version of One-sided SF-
MNSA is in NP. We try to make a reduction from the NP-
complete problem Exact Cover by 3-Sets (X3C) [8]. Recall
that the input for X3C is a set of 3-setsS = {S1, S2, ..., Sm}.
Each setSi contains exactly 3 elements from a base set
X = {x1, x2, ..., xn}, wheren = 3q for some integerq. The
problem is to decide whether there areq 3-sets inS which
cover each element inX exactly once.

The main idea of our proof is to first show that a special case
of X3C, X3C-1, is NP-complete. X3C-1 has the property that
each 3-setSu can share at most one element with any other
3-setSv. Then we reduce X3C-1 to One-sided SF-MNSA by
constructing a complete genomeG and an incomplete genome
I; moreover, before the missing genes are inserted intoI, there
is no adjacency betweenG andI.

Lemma 4: X3C-1 is NP-complete.
Proof: Again, it is easy to show that X3C-1 is in NP, so

we focus on reducing X3C to X3C-1. Given an X3C instance
with 3q elements andm 3-sets, we construct an instance of
X3C-1 with 3q + 6m elements and5m 3-sets. Assume that
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we are given a 3-setSu = {xi, xj , xk}, we construct five
3-sets as follows:S′

u = { {xi, yu,1, yu,2}, {xj , yu,3, yu,4},
{xk, yu,5, yu,6}, {yu,1, yu,3, yu,5}, {yu,2, yu,4, yu,6} }. Now in
the new set of 3-setsS′ = ∪uS′

u for all u, we have5m 3-sets.
Obviously, any pair of 3-sets inS′ share at most one element.
If Su = {xi, xj , xk} is selected for a solution forS then
we select{xi, yu,1, yu,2}, {xj , yu,3, yu,4}, and{xk, yu,5, yu,6}
as a part of solution forS′. If Su = {xi, xj , xk} is not
selected for a solution forS then we select{yu,1, yu,3, yu,5}
and{yu,2, yu,4, yu,6}.

If the input X3C instance has a solution, one can easily use
the selectedq 3-sets (fromS) to obtainq+2m 3-sets to cover
the 3q + 6m elements contained inS′. Now assume thatS′

has an exact cover of sizeq + 2m. First, the base set contains
3q + 6m elements. By the construction ofS′

u, if a solution
other than{{xi, yu,1, yu,2}, {xj , yu,3, yu,4}, {xk, yu,5, yu,6}}
or {{yu,1, yu,3, yu,5}, {yu,2, yu,4, yu,6}} is selected to cover
elementsyu,j, j = 1..6, then either we have to cover some
elements more than once or we fail to cover all of the3q +
6m elements. Then, clearly theq + 2m 3-sets selected forS′

implies an exact cover of sizeq for S.
Therefore, we can conclude that the given X3C instance has

a solution of sizeq iff the constructed X3C-1 instance has a
solution of sizeq + 2m. It is easy to see that this reduction
takes polynomial time. So the lemma is proven.

Theorem 2: SF-MNSA is NP-hard and its decision version
is NP-complete.

Proof: Following Lemma 4, we reduce X3C-1 to One-
sided SF-MNSA. Let the instance of X3C-1 beS =
{S1, S2, ..., Sm}. Each setSi contains exactly 3 elements from
a base setY = {y1, y2, ..., yn}, wheren = 3q for some integer
q and |Su ∩ Sv| ≤ 1 for all u, v. The problem is to decide
whether there areq 3-sets inS which cover each element in
Y exactly once.

Without loss of generality, we assume that bothm and
3m − 3q are even, and the elements in each 3-setSu =
{yu1, yu2, yu3} are ordered by the indices of the elements,
i.e.,u1 ≤ u2 ≤ u3. (When one or both ofm and3m−3q are
odd, one just need to modify the construction by reordering
some substrings inG andI, which should be straightforward.)
Let

Tu = gufuyu1yu2yu3f
′

ug′u

and
Mu = g′ufuf ′

ugu.

Let yi appear in all 3-sets ofS for a total of ni times (so∑
i ni = 3m). For eachi, we rename each of theni − 1

copies ofyi as a new letterzj (for the ease of description),
we hence have a total of3m−3q newly namedzj letters which
are really the original elements inY . (Note thatzj could be
empty — if the correspondingyi appears exactly once.) We
also use3m−3q triples of separatorspi, p

′

i, ri, i = 1..3m−3q,
with

Vi = pip
′

i.

We construct two sequencesG, I as follows.
G = r1r2 · · · r3m−3qT1T2 · · ·Tm−1Tm

V1V2 · · ·V3m−3q−1V3m−3q.

I = z1r1z2r2 · · · z3m−3qr3m−3qp1p2 · · · p3m−3q−1p3m−3q

p′1p
′

2 · · · p
′

3m−3q−1p
′

3m−3q

M1M3 · · ·Mm−1M2M4 · · ·Mm.
Note that inG andI, except foryi’s (including the renamed

zj ’s), all other letters are used as separators. Also, there is
no adjacency betweenG andI. Moreover, in the incomplete
sequenceI, eachyi is missed exactly once as|G| = 16m−9q
and |I| = 16m − 12q. We claim that there is a solution for
the X3C-1 instance iff the maximum number of adjacencies
generated by inserting these missingyi’s back into I is 4q.
Among all separators, only somefj or f ′

j can form some
adjacencies with someyi in the filled I.

‘→’ It is easy to see that if X3C-1 has a solution then
we can obtain4q adjacencies betweenG andI ′. To obtain4q
of adjacencies betweenG andI ′, we simply insert a triple of
elements(yi, yj, yk) such that they are inserted back between
fu andf ′

u in Mu, with Su = {yi, yj, yk} being in the X3C-1
solution.

‘←’ Suppose that one can insert the missingyi’s back into
I to obtainI ′ such that there are4q adjacencies betweenG and
I ′, first notice that due to the construction ofG andI, yi’s have
to be inserted inMj ’s, as inserting three missingyi’s anywhere
beforeM1 can only generate at most 3 adjacencies. Second,
due to that any pair of 3-sets have at most one common
element, we cannot insert twoyi’s in someMj and oneyi

in someMk, as that can only generate at most 3 adjacencies.
Then, to insert three missingyi’s (say (yi, yj , yk), ordered
by their indices) betweenfl and f ′

l in Ml to generate 4
adjacencies, we must haveTl = glflyiyjykf ′

lg
′

l , or, in other
words,Sl = {yi, yj, yk}. This results in a solution for X3C-1.

It is easy to see that this construction takes polynomial time.
As One-sided SF-MNSA is a special case of SF-MNFA, the
theorem is proven.

We show a simple example for the reduction.Y =
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, a, b, c, d, e, f}. S1 = {1, 2, 3}, S2 = {1, 5, a},
S3 = {4, 5, 6}, S4 = {a, b, c}, S5 = {4, b, e}, S6 = {d, e, f}.
Som = 6, q = 4. The six elements1, 4, 5, a, b, e appear twice
in S, so we can rename them asz1 = 1, z2 = 4, z3 = 5,
z4 = a, z5 = b, andz6 = e. We now have
G = r1r2r3r4r5r6

g1f1123f ′

1g
′

1 · g2f215af ′

2g
′

2 · g3f3456f ′

3g
′

3

g4f4abcf ′

4g
′

4 · g5f54bef ′

5g
′

5 · g6f6deff ′

6g
′

6

p1p
′

1p2p
′

2p3p
′

3p4p
′

4p5p
′

5p6p
′

6.

I = 1r14r25r3ar4br5er6

p1p2p3p4p5p6 · p′1p
′

2p
′

3p
′

4p
′

5p
′

6

g′1f1f
′

1g1 · g′2f2f
′

2g2 · g′3f3f
′

3g3

g′4f4f
′

4g4 · g′5f5f
′

5g5 · g′6f6f
′

6g6.

The optimal solution is to insert the 12 elements inS1,
S3, S4, S6 into I to obtain 4q = 16 adjacencies:f1123f ′

1,
f3456f ′

3, f4abcf ′

4, andf6deff ′

6.
In the next subsection, we present some approximation

algorithms for SF-MNSA.

B. Approximation Algorithms for SF-MNSA

We first show some properties for SF-MNSA, which implies
an easy 2-approximation for SF-MNSA. Then we try to
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improve the approximation factor to 1.33 for the One-Sided
SF-MNSA problem. For both of the problems, there might be
some existing adjacencies before any filling. It is in fact easy to
show that for both SF-MNSA and its one-sided version there
exists an optimal solution which does not insert missing genes
in existing adjacencies — unless between the filled genomes
G′

1 andG′

2 (with lengthn) there aren− 1 adjacencies (i.e.,
no breakpoint), which can be easily checked in polynomial
time. WLOG, assume that in the unfilled genomesG1, G2 we
have an adjacencyab, and in the optimally filled genomes
G′

1, G
′

2 we have some breakpoint, sayxy andxz (in G′

1, G
′

2)
respectively. If some strings1s2 · · · sm is inserted betweena
and b in G′

1, G
′

2 (to havem + 1 adjacencies), one can move
s1s2 · · · sm afterx’s to havexs1s2 · · · smy andxs1s2 · · · smz
in G′

1, G
′

2 respectively. Apparently we have kept the original
adjacencyab as well as the total number of adjacencies in the
(new) optimal solution.

Henceforth, we only consider the case when there is some
breakpoint in the filled genomesG′

1 and G′

2. Following the
above discussion, our algorithms will not alter these existing
adjacencies and will only focus on generating the maximum
number ofnew adjacencies. This method is further supported
by the following folklore lemma.

Lemma 5: Let Π be a maximization problem with an opti-
mal solution valueOPT . If OPT = O∗

1 + O∗

2 with O∗

1 being
polynomially computable, then an algorithmA which does not
alter O∗

1 and which approximatesO∗

2 with an approximation
ratio of c (> 1) is also a factor-c approximation forΠ.

Proof: By the assumption, algorithmA approximatesO∗

2

with a solution value ofO2, with

O2 ≥ O∗

2/c.

As O∗

1 is polynomially computable and algorithmA does not
alter O∗

1 , A can return a solution of valueO∗

1 + O2 for Π.
Apparently, this is a factor-c approximation forΠ, as we have

O∗

1 + O2 ≥ O∗

1 + O∗

2/c ≥ (O∗

1 + O∗

2)/c = OPT/c.

In the remaining part of this section, we can fix the exist-
ing adjacencies between two sequencesG1 and G2 by first
computing a bipartite graphH . The vertices ofH are the 2-
substrings inG1 andG2, there is an edge between a pair of
2-substrings(U, V ), with U in G1 andV in G2 respectively,
if U and V form a common adjacency. Then, the existing
common adjacencies can be fixed by computing a maximal
matching inH . In other words, if(U, V ) is in the computed
maximal matching, then label the 2-substrings (2-blocks)U
andV . We will never insert any letter or gene into a labelled
2-block, i.e., once labelled, a 2-block will not be altered.We
call this polynomial-time procedureblock-labeling.

1) A 2-Approximation Algorithm for SF-MNSA:
Lemma 6: Suppose thatO∗ is the optimal number of newly

created adjacencies for SF-MNSA (after the block-labeling
procedure), then we need to insert at least⌈O∗/2⌉ and at most
O∗ genes intoG1 andG2 whenC(G1) ∩ C(G2) 6= ∅.

Proof: First, notice that when a missing genex is inserted
into G1 or G2, at most two adjacencies can be formed. To
complete the proof of the lemma, all we need to show is to

insert one missing gene intoG1 or G2 to generate, on average,
at least one (new) adjacency. This can be easily shown in
a constructive and greedy fashion: After the block-labeling
process, for any unlabelled 2-substringbibi+1 (say inG1), if
one can insertm missing genes to obtain at leastm adja-
cencies, saybiz1z2...zm or z1z2...zmbi+1 or biz1z2...zmbi+1,
then insertz1z2...zm (which is an unlabelled substring inG2)
in betweenbi andbi+1 (in G1) and label the correspondingm
or m+1 new adjacencies (2-blocks) in the currentG1 andG2.
Notice thatbi (resp.bi+1) could be empty whenbi+1 (resp.
bi) is the leftmost (resp. rightmost) letter inG1 or G2.

From the above lemma, it is easily seen that the optimal
solutions are obtained in a way, (1) either a sequence ofm
missing genesz1, z2, ..., zm are inserted to obtainm+1 adja-
cencies (sayy1z1z2 · · · zmy2), (2) or a sequence ofl missing
genesx1, x2, ..., xl are inserted to forml adjacencies (say
x1x2 · · ·xly). Note thatm, l ≥ 1. We call the corresponding
missing genes (and the inserted substrings) type-1 and type-2
respectively. If a type-1 inserted substring containsm genes,
then it is also called atype-1 m-substring.

The above lemma also implies a factor-2 approximation for
SF-MNSA, as the greedy algorithm in the proof of Lemma 6
could make all the inserted missing genes type-2 in the worst
case. We next show how to improve this factor to 1.33 for the
One-sided SF-MNSA problem.

2) A 1.33-Approximation Algorithm for One-sided SF-
MNSA: Recall that in the One-sided SF-MNSA problem, we
have inputI andG, and we need to insert the missing genes
into I. We first run the block-labeling procedure onG, I.
Then, letk1 be the number of missing genes inserted. (By
Lemma 6,⌈O∗/2⌉ ≤ k1 ≤ O∗.) Let bi be the number of type-
1 i-substrings in the optimal solution. (Example,I = abcd,
G = acbacd, and we need to insert two type-1 1-substrings:
a andc. Four new adjacencies are formed, andb1 = 2.) Then
we have,

Lemma 7: Suppose thatO∗ is the optimal number of newly
created adjacencies for One-sided SF-MNSA (after the block-
labeling procedure), then

O∗ = k1 + b1 + b2 + · · ·+ bq ≤
4

3
(k1 + b1/2 + b2/4).

Proof: By definition,O∗ = k1 + b1 + b2 + · · · + bq. As
each inserted substring counted inbj hasj genes forj ≥ 3
and following Lemma 6,b3 + b4 + · · · bq ≤

1
3 (k1 − b1 − 2b2).

Hence,

O∗ ≤
4

3
(k1 + b1/2 + b2/4).

From Lemma 7, it is easy to see that our algorithm hinges
on approximatingb1/2+ b2/4, which uses a greedy idea. The
algorithm goes as follows. At Step 1, for each missing genea
to be inserted intoI, we use a greedy method to scan from left
to right to find an (unlabelled) substringcd in I such that the
insertion ofa results in a substringcad which contains two
adjacencies〈ca〉 and〈ad〉. At Step 2, for each pair of missing
genesx, y to be inserted intoI, we scan inI, again left to right,
to find whether there is an (unlabelled) substringwz such that
x, y can be inserted into it to obtain three adjacencies, i.e.,
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either〈wxyz〉 or 〈wyxz〉. We insert all such pairs of missing
genes, in a greedy fashion, intoI. At Step 3, we insert the
remaining missing genes in greedy fashion into the unlabelled
parts ofI, provided that each inserted missing gene generates
one adjacency — similar to Lemma 6.

We have the following lemma regarding this greedy algo-
rithm.

Lemma 8: Let b′1, b
′

2 be the number of new type-1 1-
substrings and 2-substrings inserted at Step 1 and Step 2 of
our greedy algorithm respectively. Thenb′1 + b′2 ≥

b1
2 + b2

4 .
Proof: Let k′

1, k
′

2 be the number of missing genes inserted
at Step 1 and Step 2 respectively. (Sob′1 = k′

1 andb′2 = k′

2/2.)
First, note that each of thek′

1 inserted missing genes can
destroy at most two type-1 1-substrings in some optimal
solution. (This is simply due to the fact that such an inserted
genex, which should be inserted optimally to haveaxb, is
inserted at a wrong place to obtaincxd while ab is possibly
filled with some other letter, sayz. The optimal adjacencies
could have beenaxb and cyd.) Also, each of thek′

1 inserted
missing genes can destroy at most two type-1 2-substrings in
some optimal solution, this will be illustrated with an example
at the end of this paragraph. Letb′10 be the number of missing
genes inserted at Step 1 which destroy exactly one type-1
1-substring (and some type-1 m-substring, withm ≥ 3) in
some optimal solution. Letb′11 be the number of missing
genes inserted at Step 1 which destroy exactly two type-1 1-
substrings in some optimal solution. Letb′12 be the number of
missing genes inserted at Step 1 which destroy one type-1 1-
substring and one type-1 2-substring in some optimal solution.
Let b′13 be the number of missing genes inserted at Step 1
which destroy exactly two type-1 2-substrings in some optimal
solution. Obviously,

k′

1 = b′1 = b′10 + b′11 + b′12 + b′13.

Then, we show an example fora, one of the b′13
inserted missing genes that destroy two type-1 2-
substrings in the optimal solution (i.e., counted into
b2). Let G = · · ·αaβ · · ·γabδ · · ·αuvβ · · · and let
I = α · · ·αβ · · ·γδ · · ·β · · ·a · · · . We need to insert
a, b, u, v into I. Due to the greedy fashion of the algorithm,
a is inserted betweenα, β in I to have αaβ (destroying
the possibility of insertinguv at the same location). On
the other hand, due to the insertion ofa (instead ofab),
ab cannot be inserted in betweenγ and δ. Therefore, we
destroy the optimal adjacencies〈αuvβ〉 and〈γabδ〉 (with the
corresponding two type-1 2-substrings:uv andab).

Next, we need to show that at Step 2, each of the in-
serted type-1 2-substrings can destroy at most three type-1
2-substrings in some optimal solution. This is again easy to
see. Suppose that we need to insertxy into I to obtain three
adjacencies〈αxyβ〉. Due to the greedy fashion something else
(like uv) are inserted betweenα, β instead. Thenxw and
yz could be destroying two other locations for the optimal
insertion of type-2 2-substrings.

Now, putting all together,

b1 ≤ b′10 + 2b′11 + b′12,

and
b2 ≤ 3b′2 + b′12 + 2b′13.

Then

b1

2
+

b2

4
≤

b′10 + 2b′11 + b′12
2

+
3b′2 + b′12 + 2b′13

4

= (
b′10
2

+ b′11 +
3b′12
4

+
b′13
2

) +
3b′2
4

≤ b′1 + b′2

Following Lemma 8 and Lemma 5, we have the following
theorem.

Theorem 3: There is a greedy algorithm which approxi-
mates One-sided SF-MNSA with a factor of 1.33.

Proof: Following the greedy algorithm and Lemma 8, we
have the approximation solution value APP (forO∗), which
satisfies the following inequalities.

APP = k1 + b′1 + b′2

≥ k1 +
b1

2
+

b2

4

≥
3

4
O∗

= O∗/1.33

Following Lemma 5, the theorem is proven.

C. FPT Algorithms for Two Special Cases of One-Sided SF-
MNSA

In many biological applications, it makes sense to design
FPT algorithms for the corresponding problem. Basically,
an FPT algorithm for a decision problem of solution value
(parameter)k is one which runs inO(f(k)nO(1)) = O∗(f(k))
time, wheref(−) is a function only onk andn is the size of
the input. More details can be found in [6], [7].

It is unknown whether the One-Sided SF-MNSA problem
admits an FPT algorithm, withk being the corresponding
optimal solution value. We show below that some restricted
cases of One-Sided SF-MNSA are in FPT.

Firstly, in d-SF-MNSA each gene inG1 or G2 only appears
at mostd times. So for One-sided d-SF-MNSA each gene in
I, G appears at mostd times. Then, let us assume that we need
to insert anx into I. Certainly, we hope to insertx into I to
obtain at least one adjacencyxy (or yx). Now let us look atG,
asx appears inG at mostd times,x has at most2d neighbors
(at least one of them should bey). As we have no information
on what the righty should be, we have to try over all such
(at most)2d possibilities inI for each insertedx. Since we
might have to insert a total ofk letters, the running time is

O∗(((2d)× (2d))k) = O∗((2d)2k).

In SF-MNSAc, each gene is selected from a set ofc letters
Σ. For One-sided SF-MNSAc, the algorithm is similar to that
of One-sided d-SF-MNSA, with a simple twist. Assume that
one needs to insert a missingx into I to obtain some adjacency
xy (or yx), one just needs to find the neighbors ofx in
G. It is easy to see that if we have two substringsxy’s in
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G then we can match either one of them with the intended
adjacencyxy (introduced due to the insertion ofx in I). As
Σ contains onlyc letters, we could havec choices for the
intended adjacenciesxy (resp.yx). When we insertx into I,
we also havec possibilities to obtainxy. Therefore, we need
to try over all such (at most)c2 possibilities for each inserted
x. By Lemma 6, we need to insert at mostk genes intoI, so
the running time of the algorithm is

O∗(c2k).

Theorem 4: One-sided d-SF-MNSA can be solved in
O∗((2d)2k) time and One-sided SF-MNSAc can be solved in
O∗(c2k) time.

V. TWO-SIDED SCAFFOLD FILLING UNDER THE

REARRANGEMENT DISTANCE

In this section, we show how to adapt the ideas in Section 3
to solve the two-sided scaffold filling problem under the rear-
rangement distance, when the genomes are multichromosomal
and the genes are signed.

Rearrangement distance

The rearrangement distance or genomic distance
D(G1, G2) is a metric counting the number of genomic
rearrangement operations necessary to transform one signed
multichromosomal genomeG1 containing n distinct genes
into another,G2. The + or − sign indicates the “reading
direction” of a gene, left-to-right or right-to-left.

For a comprehensive repertoire of operations, which we
need not elaborate here, Yancopouloset al. [15] showed that
D could be calculated efficiently using thebreakpoint graph
[13] of G1 andG2 as follows:

1) Replace each positively-signed geneg on a chromosome
by the vertex pairgt, gh; replace a negative−g by gh, gt.

2) Each pair of successive genes in the genome defines one
edge connecting the pair of vertices that are adjacent
in the vertex order. E.g., ifi j − k are neighboring
genes on a chromosome then the two edges they define
are{ih, jt} and{jh, kh}. This leaves two unconnected
vertices at the ends of each chromosome. Define an
edge incident to each such vertex in genomeG1 and
G2 connecting it to a new vertex, all labelledT1 in G1

andT2 in G2.
3) Color the edges ofG1 andG2 blue and red, respectively.
4) Identify (i.e., superimpose) each vertex inG1 with the

identically labelled vertex inG2.
5) Make a cycle of any path ending in twoT1 or two

T2 vertices, connecting them by a red or blue edge,
respectively, while for a path ending in aT1 and aT2,
collapse them to form oneT vertex.

6) Each vertex is now incident to one blue and one red
edge. This bicolored graph, the breakpoint graph, de-
composes uniquely intoκ alternating cycles. Ifn′ is the
number of blue edges,D(G1, G2) = n′ − κ [15] and
the optimizing rearrangements are rapidly recovered by
operations on the graph.

Bundles

Now consider the case where the genes inG2 are a subset
of the genes inG1. We say some genes aremissing from G2.
The one-sided scaffold filling problem is to insert the missing
genes inG2, thus formingḠ2, in such a way as to minimize
D(G1, Ḡ2). In [10], it was shown that the one-sided scaffold
filling problem under the rearrangement distance can be solved
in polynomial time, in fact, in linear time once the breakpoint
graph is constructed.

We can still construct the breakpoint graph, except that
some vertices, calledfree ends, will only be incident to a
blue edge and thus paths in the graph can end not only in
T vertices but also in free ends. When this happens, step 5 in
the breakpoint graph construction cannot be completed, and
the decomposition and calculation in step 6 are blocked.

A bundle is a subset of the paths in this partial breakpoint
graph ofG1 andG2. (Partial because some paths are not cycles
nor do they end in aT .) Each bundle is associated with one
or more of the missing genes. The vertices corresponding to
each missing gene, its free ends, must be in the same bundle
and must be endpoints of one or two paths. To simplify the
exposition, we assume that no bundle consists entirely of blue
edges, i.e., no chromosome inG1 has all its genes absent from
G2. This case is easily handled separately, and does not affect
the distance calculations.

To construct a bundle, we initiate it with any path not
already in any bundle and ending with a free end. Then if
a path containing free endgt is in a bundleB, then we also
include the path withgh as a free end, and vice versa. There
can be zero or twoT vertices in a bundle. We now present
the details on the two-sided scaffold filling problem under the
rearrangement distance. It is not hard to show the following
lemma.

Lemma 9: If genomesG1 andG2 both contain the samen
genes, and ifm ≥ 1 genes are inserted anywhere into both
G1 andG2 to getḠ1 andḠ2, thenD(Ḡ1, Ḡ2) ≥ D(G1, G2).

In a one-sided scaffold filling problem forG1 and G2,
suppose there arer cycles in the partial breakpoint graph
and suppose this graph determinesβ bundles. LetG1 be the
genome formed by deleting fromG1 the genes already missing
from G2.

Lemma 10: Let κ be the number of cycles in the breakpoint
graph ofG1 andG2. Thenκ = β + r.

Proof: If at andah are a pair of free ends in a bundle,
incident to blue edges(at, x) and (ah, y), removeat andah

and replace (at, x) and(ah, y) by (x, y). Repeat until there are
no more free ends in the bundle. This process converts a bundle
into a cycle. Repeated across all bundles it also removes allthe
missing genes. Therefore the number of cycles in the partial
breakpoint graph plus the number of bundles determined by
this graph equals the number of cycles in the breakpoint graph
of G1 andG2.

It was shown in [10] how the one-sided scaffold filling
problem can be solved bycompleting each bundle separately,
i.e., by inserting the missing genes or drawing the red edges
between free ends within each bundle. It turns out that we
have the following theorem [10].
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Theorem 5: For a bundle withν paths, there areν+1 cycles
produced by completing the bundle, whileν genes inserted in
G2.

The following corollary follows immediately.
Corollary 1: After completing all the bundles with

(ν1, ν2, · · · , νβ) paths, there arem = ν1 + ν2 + · · · + νβ

genes inserted and the number of cycles increases bym + β.
Therefore, we have the following main result.
Theorem 6: D(G1, Ḡ2) = D(G1, G2).

Proof: The breakpoint graph ofG1 and Ḡ2 has m
more blue edges than the breakpoint graph ofG1 and G2,
corresponding to the insertion of them missing genes. (No
chromosome inG1 has all its genes absent fromG2, this is
why we havem more blue edges.) But since it hadr cycles
before bundle completion, the breakpoint graph ofG1 andḠ2

has r + m + β cycles, from Corollary 1. This ism more
than ther + β cycles in the breakpoint graph ofG1 and
G2 (Lemma 9). By the definition of distanceD, we have
D(G1, Ḡ2) = D(G1, G2).

For two-sided scaffold filling, we thus have the following
exact algorithm for the case whenG1 contains genesG + X
andG2 contains genesG+Y , whereG, X andY are disjoint
sets of genes.

1) Remove all the genes in setX from G1 to get G′

1,
containing only the genes inG.

2) Apply one-sided scaffold filling toG2 andG′

1, inserting
all the genes inY into G′

1, producing genomeG′′

1 .
3) Restore genes in setX to G′′

1 . The insertion points are
only constrained by the gene order inG1. The new
genome,G′′′

1 contains all the genes inG, X, andY .
4) Apply one-sided scaffold filling toG′′′

1 andG2, inserting
all the genes inX into G2.

Because the distance between the two genomes reduced to
the genes inG is a lower bound for the distance between
any two genomes enlarged through gene insertion, by Lemma
8, and because steps 2 and 4 do not increase this distance,
by Theorem 6, and because step 3 is as general as possible
while respecting the gene order ofG1, the correctness of the
algorithm is verified.

As for the one-sided scaffold filling, once the breakpoint
graph is constructed, the remaining steps run in linear time.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we investigate the scaffold filling problems
under the breakpoint distance (and related similarity mea-
sures). A very interesting open problem is when the missing
genes can be only inserted in between contigs (i.e., in some
predefined locations), as was solved for the one-sided problem
by Muñoz et al. [10]; our current method cannot generate
any result with some performance guarantee. The second
interesting open problem is whether one can improve the
factor-2 approximation for SF-MNSA. The final open problem
is whether an FPT algorithm only parameterized onk exists
for the (One-sided) SF-MNSA problem.
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